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Hao Mei glared at Luo Dan upon hearing her provocative words. She
hated when someone points at her weakness or calls her incompetent.

Because somewhere in her heart she knows that Jiang Yue was much
better than her and she can't meet her level. She not only wrote her

songs but always organized everything for their album and even
dance choreographies.

Jiang Yue was not the leader for no reason. She leads them in

everything and not only that, her stage presence was top notch. She
was a real performer when it comes to stage performances.

Luo Dan's words provoked her, causing her unable to control her

emotions. She pursed her lips and drew closer to her, wanting to say

something. But suddenly, the screen behind them lit up making her

startle.

" Ah, Qin Ju, what are you doing? We are in front of the office? Ah,
not here." Her eyes widened in shock when ŀėwd noises could be

heard in the big auditorium in full volume.

Her body froze on the spot because she could recognize this voice
without turning around.

Her face turned green and her body stiffened. She hesitantly turned

around and was shocked to see the video playing on the screen.

" This...this.." she murmured in horror seeing the video because it was

the video when they were making out in the car yesterday. The video



was different from the last time since it was the latest video and not
the picture from the office.

Luo Dan and Jia Fei were also shocked when they saw the video.
They turned around and their expressions darkened seeing the
half-naked Hao Mei, whose shoulders were exposed and the dress was
lifted from her legs to her thɨġhs, was sitting on Qin Ju's ŀȧp, almost

strangling him.

They were kissing passionately and ŀėwd mȯȧning could be heard,
even though it was quite dark, however their movements and ŀėwd
noises were making it obvious that they were making out in the car.

" WHAT THE HELL! Shut it up. Close it." Qin Ju who was equally

shocked, woke up from his trance and hurriedly went forward to

close the video but unfortunately, he couldn't do so. Even after his

multiple attempts, he couldn't stop the video since he wasn't aware of
the source.

As Hao Mei and Qin Ju were in a panic, the reporters were busy
taking the photos and videos and some were live broadcasting the
whole drama.

After they were done making out which goes for a half minute in the
video, Hao Mei slid off him and sat on the passenger seat revealing

her crimson, sweaty face to the camera. The reporters gasped seeing

her face clearly and were shocked how enticing the so-called pure

soul looked when in action.

After fixing her clothes, she looked at her phone and said, " See, these
pictures that we had taken earlier are now helping us. This paparazzi
did a great job, the angles and bit of editing look like they are making

out in real." she laughed after reading the hate comments towards

Jiang Yue.



Her lips curled up as she said, " I wish she would have been alive to

see all her fans cursing her. She has always been so proud when it

comes to her fans. She always boasted to everyone how her fans

treated her and how much she loves them." she scoffed as she

remembered how jealous she used to feel because of this.

"Nonetheless, it's good to see that her magic is disappearing."

Qin Ju glanced at her and said, " Hao Mei, but I don't think it's Lin
Hui who sent us that picture. Are you sure we are doing the right

thing?"

She frowned and said, " Brother Qin, how can you be so gullible? I

am sure that he is the one behind everything. Also, it's not only about
that picture, if not for that nosy Lin Hui, Jiang Yue would have signed
the will and her wealth would have been ours by now. By the way,
what happened to the fake will? How much time will take for her

wealth to transfer to the foundation?"

" The lawyer said that it will take a few more days." he said while

taking his cigarette out, lighting it up.

Her eyes lit up as she said, " That's great. Then we can go on vacation

after this mess sorts out. I am glad that Luo Dan and that bitch Jia Fei
is also leaving. They were so annoying. Argh, I was so tired of

pretending to be nice to them." she sighed exasperatedly.

" Relax, you don't need to pretend anymore. Now we can also be

together without any pressure. After Luo Dan and Jia Fei leave, there
will be no one to stop us. We can announce our relationship after

some time."



Hao Mei pursed her lips and said, " Erm...I think there is no need to

announce our relationship so soon. We are together for only a year, I
think it will be too hasty to announce it soon."

Qin Ju frowned and turned to face her, " What? Soon? Hao Mei,
didn't you say before that you are tired of this secret relationship? I

was together with Jiang Yue for three years but for you, I cheated on

her because you said that you like me. Now you are saying you want

more time? Are you saying that you're not sure about our
relationship?"

The video ended at this, followed by a long silence. The large
auditorium was deadly quiet, sending Qin Ju and Hao Mei in panic.
Their faces turned green and Hao Mei was already sobbing.

While the video was running, Qin Ju tried to close the video but it

didn't help. In the end, he had no choice but to see his life ruining in

an instant.

"-_-"

"-_-"

Jia Fei's expressions turned two shades black after the video ended.
They were treating Hao Mei like a little sister all along and she was
pretending to be nice?

" You..bit..What is this.." just as she was about to teach her a lesson,
the screen which has been closed and turned dark, lit up again

making them startled.
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